November 3, 2016

Corey E. Mohn  
Executive Director  
CAPS Network  
7501 West 149th Terrace  
Overland Parks, KS  66223

Dear Mr. Mohn:

Missouri University of Science and Technology (Missouri S&T) commends the Center for Advanced Professional Studies (CAPS) Network for their innovative approach to education and career exploration. It is exciting to see a program that provides high school juniors and seniors with real first-hand job experience in the career path they have chosen. Students that participate in the CAPS program will have a clearer understanding of where they are headed and how to get there, and Missouri S&T is proud to support such a program.

The CAPS philosophy aligns well with Missouri S&T’s philosophy in preparing our graduates for real-world experience through experiential learning. All undergraduate students graduating from Missouri S&T are required to have a significant experiential learning component as part of their degree requirement. So much is gained when our students can apply classroom knowledge to solving real-world problems.

We strongly endorse the CAPS Network and see this as a wonderful investment in our future students. Participation in CAPS provides a great foundation for pursuing higher education, and Missouri S&T looks forward to continuing to serve CAPS graduates.

Warmest regards,

Cheryl B. Schrader, Ph.D.  
Chancellor
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